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any society. Dismantling can begin immediately and visions and
ideas for a participatory society need to be on the ground and ready.
Much like the massive actions of the 2008 DNC and RNC Welcom-
ing Committees, of Greece, of theWTO protests, of the Zapatistas—
similar waves of coordinated regional action can hit the ground.
There are plenty of local targets deserving of similar messages.

Brief Concluding Remarks

I have tried to highlight what I believe to be a logical pathway
from health to revolution by linking that which is at the core of
what passes for public health discourse with broader radically par-
ticipatory globalmovements already inmotion. As it should bewell
understood at this point in history that personal health cannot be
divided from communal health which in turn cannot be divided
from ecological health, an earnest commitment to wellbeing natu-
rally feeds into a revolutionary discourse calling for fundamental
change in our economic and political structures, and the culture as
a whole. Progression from here depends on communication and on
understanding that this is a multi-issue, -focus, -tactic, growth- ori-
ented, revolutionary approach. There are innumerable tactics and
projects that work toward building a participatory society—both
on the sides of (re)creating and dismantling, both symbolic and
nonsymbolic—the key is to develop and communicate vision and
build accordingly.
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without tangible victories, and feelings of despair, frustration, and
‘burn out’ will run rampant. Jensen proposes that the despair might
be an unacknowledged embodied understanding that the tactics
being used simply are not accomplishing what is desired and that
the goals being pursued are insufficient for the crises being faced.
Therefore other more direct avenues may not just be good ideas
toward the cause, but essential.

A compelling approach would arguably be organizing orches-
trated regional revolt, targeted as directly as possible, widely
linked with other communities, and focusing on communicating
compelling messages behind it all—those messages being not
just insurrectionary recognitions of illegitimacy targeting all that
stands in opposition to free, non-exploitative societies (the Greek
uprisings that began late December 2008 are a useful reference
here), but messages conveying ideas for prefigurative (re)creation
as well (visions of a participatory society). This essentially would
be thinking globally and targeting locally and as directly as possi-
ble. A slightly modified take on Milton Friedman: “when [a crisis
is realized], the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that
are lying around. That, I believe, is our basic function: to develop
alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and available
until the politically impossible becomes politically inevitable.”

This is by no means a call for violence, but I foresee tactics rang-
ing from educational propaganda campaigns to the direct destruc-
tion of property with perhaps tactics adapted from the operations
of the ALF and ELF, the Greek uprisings, and other insurrectionary
movements. Any actual violence that occurs would only be that re-
sulting from the status quo trying desperately to maintain itself.

In making all of this actionable and as effective as possible, dis-
mantling should be well thought out and its messages well con-
nected so that the destruction in and of itself is not taken to be the
end, but rather the means to fulfilling visions of something better,
and to foster the understanding that both (re)creation and disman-
tling are cyclical, reflexive, and always need to be at work freely in
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up new spaces beyond the paired realm of hegemonic oppression
and its negation.

In this sense, the work of the dismantling process should span
well beyond sanctioned dissent—beyond the confines of permits,
charitable donations, and all the oftentimes pseudo-activity of re-
sistance. This is not to be dogmatic or to disparage certain tactics
categorically. Tactics should be situational, with the better ones
working toward achieving goals as efficiently as possible as op-
posed to merely pursuing action for action’s sake. This largely has
to do with understanding the distinction between symbolic and
nonsymbolic actions in terms of how tactics are employed. Derrick
Jensen highlighted this distinction: a symbolic action is one whose
primary intent is to convey a message, while a nonsymbolic action
is one primarily intended to create some tangible change on its own
(and where its symbolismmay be, at most, secondary).This distinc-
tion is important because as one approach may be significantly
better than the other given the situation, social change activists
so often fail to see this, conflate the two, and “pretend that sym-
bolic victories translate into tangible results.” The reality too often
is that all effort is exerted sending symbolic messages while hardly
any significant tangible change is made on the ground— which is
all that really matters.

Jensen does not point this out to say that symbolic actions are
not important: after all, they help show solidarity, are indispensible
for recruiting, and help in shaping public discourse. And they can
make real change, but at least two conditions have to first be met:
(1) the recipient must be within reach, and (2) that person must
be willing and able to bring about change. This is rare. More often
than not, those with power to bring about change are not within
reach, and if so, they are in institutional positions, which is to say
they can be easily replaced by the structure and someone else will
do the job.

The result of all efforts being pumped into solely symbolic ac-
tions is that the recruitment they win will not long be sustained
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Vicente Navarro said that for a complete and functional national
health policy to exist, public health interventions that emerge from
this arrangement should be three-pronged: structural interventions
that deal with the political, economic, social, and cultural determi-
nants of good health; they should concern lifestyle determinants
that focus on changes in individual behavior; and they should in-
clude socializing and empowering determinants that encourage in-
dividuals to become involved in collective efforts to improve the
structural determinants of their health. If we carry the importance
of empowerment to its fullest logical extent in terms of health care
and public health policy—that is, seeing the need to build real con-
ditions for self-management, attacking the roots of inequalities in-
stead of just minimizing their effects, addressing market forces and
norms of competition that have invaded every facet of social life,
and realizing that these conditions are systemically perpetuated
through the institutions we create but not intrinsic to the societal
roles these institutions need to fulfill (this will be expanded later)—
we can pragmatically and rationally consider more utopist visions
of how health care institutions (and institutions throughout soci-
ety) can be restructured.

Radical social theory is that which, as the label implies, seeks
to get to the root of various social problems with the aim of
eradicating their fundamental causes as opposed to just manag-
ing their effects (e.g., targeting capitalism instead of merely its
negative externalities, or pursuing sound public health practice
by employing the precautionary principle (a moral and political
principle which states that if an action or policy might cause
severe or irreversible harm to the public or to the environment,
in the absence of a scientific consensus that harm would not
ensue, the burden of proof falls on those who would advocate
taking the action) instead of accepting the negative externalities
of capitalist industrial processes and merely managing—at best—
the resulting poor health of the population). Often, because such
jarring critique calls for fundamental changes in the basic ways
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we do so many things, the ideas that sprout forth are often those
of sensationalized revolution: romanticized images of ultimate
confrontation, highly-frictional social readjustment, and sectarian
clashes out in the streets (as Graeber pointed out, all the elements
characteristically included in both the classic misconceptions
of active democracy and in the current misconceptions of the
active anarchism— essentially chaos in both forms). As so much
of radical theory historically talks of grand theatric revolutions,
empirically however, such misconceptions of change have made
change all the more difficult to pursue. Now when radical theory
is brought up, the amount of baggage that must be unpacked and
dealt with is often stultifying—the romanticization/bastardiza-
tion (either way) of social change as cataclysmic ruptures; the
incompatibilities of many leftist theories; the predominance of
the stylized revolutionary image; the lack of vision beyond social
confrontation—all collectively leaves many of those who would
otherwise support attainable change thinking that there are no
realistic and practical societal alternatives. Fortunately, learning
from history, many reconstituted surges in revolutionary and
leftist radical thought today take very critical stances on past
leftist movements— consequently unearthing much more fruitful
information and discussions around the nature of building a
healthy society premised on participation.

Unifying Radical Social Theories

Radical theories revolving around social change have been prob-
lematic. They emerge out of constituencies enduring certain op-
pressive situations that are unfavorable to the extent that they are
deemed not onlyworth talking about, but worth bringing into ques-
tion and framing critical understanding around. Unsurprisingly, as
they all arise out of specific experiences and as they all profess to
explain the world, the narrowness of the constitutive experiences
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capitalism is, a palpable atmosphere of revolution can be slow to
come by under its conditions. This is primarily because capitalist
economies can maintain (for a while) relatively high standards
of living for a minority of the population, disempowerment and
disenfranchisement for the rest, and alienation for all. As a result,
creating revolution from moral arguments and merely recogniz-
ing injustice is not enough. People largely identifying with the
dominant culture are too alienated to see (much less to pursue)
alternatives, most are struggling for bare essentials beneath the
weight of oppressive realities, and others still are too far removed
and comfortable to consider the need for radical change. Disman-
tling directly targets the infrastructure that perpetuates alienation,
disenfranchisement, disempowerment, and exploitation, and seeks
to push change from ought to must.

The act of dismantling (regardless of how it is often negatively
spun) is an act of affirmation. Herbert Marcuse highlighted this
when he spoke of the libertarian socialist movement—saying “no”
to the society we have by questing after “a society without war,
without organized violence, without exploitation…a qualitatively
different way of life [and] an essentially new culture generated by
men and women whose sensibilities, instincts, and intelligence are
no longer mutilated by the needs and requirements of an exploita-
tive society.” Žižek—in promoting the role of affirmation in such
a movement—spoke in an analogous way about a philosophical
difference between passive aggressiveness (captured in the phrase
“I would prefer not to”) and aggressive passivity (captured in the
phrase “I don’t care to”). The distinction—in how the former does
not negate the predicate, but rather affirms a non-predicate—is that
the passive aggressiveness of “I prefer not to” moves away “from
a politics of ‘resistance’ or ‘protestation,’ which parasitizes upon
what it negates, to a politics which opens up a new space outside
the hegemonic opposition and its negation.” A central focus on dis-
mantling (versus protesting or “resistance”) moves toward opening
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justice, and participation. It should be understood however that
this is not a dogmatic movement—not intended to coerce anyone
into a certain way of thinking. After all, there are those with which
such efforts may resonate and those on which such efforts will be
lost. With that said, non- coercive though is not the same as paci-
fist. The freedom such a movement seeks is not aimed at curtailing
the freedom of others, but rather upholding as principle that no
one has the right to curtail the freedom of those oppressed.

The importance of dismantling and implementing new forms
and ways of doing things comes from a situationalist approach that
recognizes that if the movement is to act with a distance from the
state (and from capitalist processes and other exploitative/ oppres-
sive forms throughout dominant culture), others will assume the
task of running that machinery (either intentionally or gravitation-
ally). To this Slavoj Žižek pointed out that the state (or whatever
power is to be challenged)warrants direct challenge in that by oper-
ating at a distance (for those that can afford to anyway) “abandons
power all too easily to the enemy,” thereby prompting the question:
Is it not crucial what form the state power has? The dismantling
process happens simultaneously with the prefigurative process.

There are several reasons as to why dismantling is as central
as (re)creation in this approach. One is that certain aspects (while
they may appear far removed from immediate relevancy in many
people’s lives) cannot wait for slow reformist change. Dismantling
the machinery to which people are not just oppressed but actively
losing their lives is one situational category that cannot wait for
slow reformist change.

Radical ecological movements such as the Animal Liberation
Front, the Earth Liberation Front, and other radical eco- activists
also recognize immediacy and focus many of their efforts on
dismantling ecologically destructive capabilities of industry as
immediately as possible. As much as this is a testament to the
desperate state of the environment, it is also a testament to
the social effects of capitalism. As flawed and unsustainable as
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from which they grow becomes their Achilles’ heel as the theo-
ries are shaped and evangelized. This does not mean however that
they are not ultimately useful, should be scrapped, or even that
they are flat out wrong, and it most definitely does not mean that
Margaret Thatcher was right when she said “There is no alterna-
tive.” It merely means that considerate reconciliation is necessary
between them and having the flexibility and openness to consider
what makes for a good theory is a good way to pick up the pieces.

A theory is a tool that explains, predicts, and/or guides situations.
To the greater extent that it can do these things, the more useful it
is. Unfortunately, radical social theories have historically been too
confined to narrow experiences. In other words, they may serve to
explain, predict, and guide actions taking place within those par-
ticular social frameworks, but fail to accurately conceptualize hu-
man action more broadly. If you look at how Marxists (to use one
example) focus on class and economy, they tend to frame experi-
ences as derivative of that understanding. While they may be well
aware of gender and racial oppression (for instance), at the core of
it all, the Marxist agrees the economy and class struggle are at the
base of, and are accommodated/ replicated in, every other social
ill. In this sense, the Marxist professes that class struggles are so
powerful that they permeate every other facet of life and experi-
ence, and if only the economic structure was to be changed, race
and gender relations would ultimately be altered as well. A femi-
nist may say the same thing, just replacing classism with notions
of sexism: do away with sexism and gender hierarchy in the kin-
ship sphere of social life (that deals with socialization, education,
etc.) and that will subsequently dissolve the crippling patriarchy
throughout the economy and political spheres and all the ills that
emanate. Needless to say, the problems here in this context are
easy to see. The degree of each of these theories’ usefulness de-
pends on the relevance of the concepts upon which they are built.
Concepts—being merely slices of reality drawn out for purposeful
attention—are born out of experience. Good concepts will be rel-
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evant to specific priorities, concerns, and aims; however, the nar-
rower the experience is from which they arise, the less primary
and acceptable they will be to a more diverse array of people and
situations. This has been a formidable source of tension in leftist
organizing throughout its history.

The vision for a healthy participatory society would have to
come from robust, unifying, and diverse understanding that some-
how coalesces other radical social theories and consummately
values everything in terms of promoting a fully participatory soci-
ety. As such, the radical theory that emerges from such integration
deals compellingly with that which is useful for democracy/partic-
ipation (basic anarchist principles in a libertarian socialist sense),
and informing this process is an empirical understanding of what
is undemocratic. As a result, dealing with what is and is not useful
for a democracy serves in highlighting a democratic constituency
as well as extracting relevant concepts that pinpoint a democratic
society’s basic features. By the nature of what it is that needs to be
brought about—a truly participatory society—the radical theory
that would help craft its vision would be a multi-issue, -focus,
-tactic, growth-oriented, revolutionary perspective. What follows
from this standpoint is fundamentally a value-based approach
toward institution-building with participatory/ democratic values
at its core.

Understandably, reshaping society in such a way sounds
daunting—just trying to demarcate a sizeable constituency that
all share the same values—but this theory is not dogmatic. All
values do not need to mesh, but there are a few overarching values
that are endemic to a functional democratic society and as such
should be non- controversial if democracy is the gem we are
after. Among these fundamental values are solidarity, diversity,
self-management, liberty, justice, participation, and tolerance.

1. Relationships in a democratic society should be based on sol-
idarity and cooperation as—all other things aside— cooper-
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communities working together, sharing resources, and engaging
in both locally and broadly empowering politics and projects.

With just a casual look at the potential here, such focus opens
up to a wide range of revolutionary potential. As communities
come together to find collective voice, they could potentially tar-
get any aspect of creating a more healthy and empowering envi-
ronment. Some immediate possibilities: a focus on discussing and
developing effective and prefigurative community politics (devel-
oping equitable decision- making methods, fostering both internal
and broad solidarity, etc.); an educational focus on knowing the
landbase (both generally and specific to the region); a focus on child
education initiatives according to local issues and interests thereby
making education as relevant as possible for students (for instance,
there has been debate for some time in many school districts about
busing kids to distant schools versus sticking to primarily neigh-
borhood schools in response to issues of neighborhood segregation,
economic inequalities, and inequalities in academic resources: ap-
propriately striking up dialog for students and parents to be able to
address real issues—like the status quo—may get more to the point);
a real youth focus (beyond just school- related dimensions); a focus
on health care finance—universal single-payer health care or even
what it could look like on the community/federation level and not
as another government service; a focus on health care provision
and bringing the community into a discussion on how the local
hospitals are run, on patient/doctor relationships, on the dispersal
of information, etc…

The second critical focus of the approach I am advocating here
concerns dismantling as the necessary corollary to (re)creation and
prefigurative action. From an anarchist perspective that believes
the essential attribute of the individual is the freedom to both in-
quire and create, oppressive forces that run counter those ends
must be dismantled while new social forms are being created to al-
low those essences to flourish. Oppressive structures to target are
those that run counter to solidarity, diversity, self-management,
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radical public health approach that individual health cannot be sep-
arated from community health, which in turn cannot be separated
from ecological health.

Over time, this could begin to look like a community that has
taken back control over its landbase and reclaimed a hand in
making decisions in those things that affect it. Built up through
projects that reinvigorate solidarity, it becomes a community
that has actually experienced some true sensations of community,
instead of being content with the farcical “community” painted on
the polished veneers of the new urbanist buildings now peppering
so many downtowns and commercial areas. In speaking of solidar-
ity however, real society cannot exist between unequal groups. So
solidarity projects are necessarily horizontalist in approach—no
more top- down hierarchical directives, but rather collective,
community-driven initiatives that are not dictates by bosses, but
instead are structured to empower everyone working together.

Looking at the national landscape, such community solidar-
ity initiatives seem well overdue as so many cities have been
undergoing these new urbanist renovations—“revitalization,”
“beautification,” general gentrification dressed in corporate “green”
environmentalism—all while still being fed by unsustainable
and destructive industrial agriculture and violence-laden global
resource pipelines. As such, with so many cities being introduced
to the faux community of “urban beautification” and monthly
gallery hop spectacles, it becomes more obvious that these can
only do so much to bring (some classes of) people together. It
could very likely be seen that as community solidarity projects
begin locally, fill needs, and meet with successes, initiatives would
resonate throughout other communities (while tailored to local
interests) in similar situations. In that sense, the overall focus
on (re)creation begins to look like real potential for authentic
and perpetuating models of community that can then emerge
down the line as a federation (or a federation of federations) of
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ation would be preferable to anti- social personal relation-
ships infected with abstract market values and based on com-
petition.

2. We value diversity in choice, resources, as well as ideas.

3. We value self-management in that people should have a say
in decisions to the extent that they are affected.

4. We value justice in terms of fair and equal treatment.

5. We value participation in that people be involved in
decision making without distortion or coercion (see self-
management), but in ways that accommodate for different
levels of people’s political stamina.

6. We value tolerance in that we accept that there are other
ways or doing things and accommodate when possible.

These are the fundamental principles that receive general accep-
tance in that most people agree having them in a society preferable
to not having them. More than preference however, these are not
values that merely sound good, but rather they serve functional
and necessary societal purposes. For a properly democratic soci-
ety, where people would be without rulers, logic implies that there
will have to be certain mechanisms constituting the democratic sit-
uation that must be in place for it to function as a society. That is,
these are the principles endemic to a properly democratic manner
of existence that must be in place (that is, inculcated into all the
spheres of life: the economy, kinship, polity, community, etc.) for
such a situation to continue as social organization.

So what kind of robust radical theory could all of this boil down
to? First, unlike other theories that take the laborer, the woman,
or the ethnic identity to be at the core, this theory broadly places
the person at the center. Refusing to account for people only as
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functions of economic class status or their biological sex, this per-
sonalizes the theory much more dynamically as it takes those fac-
tors into account yet also makes room for personal needs, aspira-
tions, capacities, knowledge, energy, etc. as all important slices of
reality. Next, surrounding the person in the theory are various so-
cial spheres. These include the economy, kinship, community, and
polity, but may very well include others. These specific spheres
fulfill societal functions like other facets of society, but are distin-
guished and included here by necessity due to the fact that they
exist in some form in every society, and their functions are unique
to institutions in that they could not be accomplished merely per-
son to person.

This is made more obvious if you consider their basic functions.
Economy deals with production, consumption, and allocation of
things; kinship concerns the nurturing, socializing, reproductive,
etc. aspects of life; polity deals with laws, execution, and adjudica-
tion; and community deals with cultural identity. As such, stripped
down to their basic functions, we can begin to conceive of redrawn
images of these in ways that still complete their basic functions,
but do so along the lines of participatory social values. This ap-
proach is ultimately important not in just understanding the world,
but changing it from the point of view of bettering the worst off
and making the entire situation qualitatively better for all involved.
These are the targets in terms of social change.

With this understanding, the goal is now to conceive of an econ-
omy that deals with production, consumption, and allocation; kin-
ship that concerns nurturing, socializing, reproduction, etc.; polity
that deals with laws, execution, and adjudication; and community
that deals with cultural identity in ways that uphold the values
of solidarity, diversity, self-management, liberty, justice, partici-
pation, and tolerance. Looking at past movements toward social
change, if you set your focus on one overarching sphere to tar-
get all your energy upon (like Marxism upon economy, feminism
upon gender, classic anarchism upon polity, or nationalism upon
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The connectivity lies in what popular spectator events (mere
specters of “community”) like monthly “gallery hops” or “art
walks” fundamentally lack. Gallery hops are events where art
district galleries stay open late one night of the month for people
walk around and look, perhaps listen to music, and eat. While
events like gallery hops have been taking place in more cities
(largely gentrified) around the country, they are not necessarily
predicated on community members working together and are
therefore not necessarily solidarity-building. This is largely the
functional difference between building social capital (that is so
often praised in sociological literature and discussions of com-
munity building) and building social solidarity—the former can
merely be made out of shared experiences and does not in any
way automatically correlate with solidarity, while the latter comes
from shared work, shared investment, and an awareness of shared
interest.

Accordingly, the approaches moving toward (re)creation could
focus on securing those things that make for healthy communi-
ties as defined by those communities. One immediate example of
interest to consider would be the availability of quality food for
all. In terms of (re) creation, solutions acknowledging shared inter-
est can potentially be anything from small-scale community tool
and resource sharing for personal gardens to community- wide
gardens to community composting to even more large-scale off-
the-grid projects or getting locally-grown food served exclusively
in the community schools. It can emerge further into a broad fo-
cus on radically sustainable agriculture, securing a regional ban on
genetically-modified foods, working toward significant energy re-
duction promotion/training/resource-sharing, fighting for commu-
nity land and property acquisitions, moving toward landbase re-
mediation, etc. Such concerns and activity logically feed into other
community health dimensions, such as broad access to a healthy
environment, access to quality health care, quality education, etc.,
as defined as points of interests by communities. This follows the
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able aspect of reclamation within it that directly feeds broader re-
formmovements, targeting (amongst other things) both land, prop-
erty, labor policy, and of course health. As the central focus is based
in the community, it also speaks to a crucial bioregional environ-
mental focus that once again centralizes the health of the landbase
as essential to the wellbeing of all.

(Re)creation in this sense floats around the idea of community-
based whole-system redesign in the broadest forms—reclaiming
what should be internal community initiatives from what has been
externally-defined and -provided services handed down (or sold)
bureaucratically from above. From the radical public health per-
spective built up throughout this paper, the backdrop of interest
behind such a focus broadly targets all that makes for healthy com-
munities (I propose using the term from here on out of “community
health” rather than “public health” as “the public” is treated as one
homogenous and vague entity, whereas “communities” recognizes
distinct interests, personalities, relationships, etc.—this may smack
of mere semantics but approaching community-defined health in-
stead of a blanket, one-size-fits-all attempt to satisfy the whole of
the public can lead to vast differences).

The concerted push toward (re)creation emerges out of realizing
that new modes of community-building have been surfacing
across the country (and world) in different ways: community
gardening, composting, and bioremediation projects; community
kitchens and “slow food” initiatives; collectively-run community
bicycle shops, free bike programs, informal alleycat races, and
critical mass bike rides; more avant- garde collectively improvised
projects (community pillow fights, projection graffiti on buildings,
improvised spontaneous street theater, iPod-based mass meme
gatherings, etc.); free school projects; entirely free community-
based flea markets (what have been called “the really really free
market”); foreclosed home reclamations and squatter movements;
and so on. What has yet to be sufficiently articulated, targeted,
and pursued within these projects is their wider connectivity.
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community), you will see that each sphere (carried out to each the-
ory’s full logical extent), is the basis for everything else. Looking at
feminism and Marxism for instance, you will see that classism ac-
commodates and reinforces sexism, just as sexism accommodates
and reinforces classism, so which do you target? Conceptually, the
answer is both, hence the robustmulti-issue, -focus, -tactic, growth-
oriented, revolutionary perspective (as Michael Albert has pointed
out, sociology is much harder than physics in that it lacks the lux-
ury of formulaic preciseness).

Considering the Feasibility

All of this is made on the basis that it is understood what in-
justice is (or at least that understanding injustice is a key element
of the overall pursuit). It should be a relatively basic understand-
ing, but has been up against a pervading sentiment that there is no
alternative, so it has had limited manifestations. This is why devel-
oping vision is crucial—reinvigorating thoughts of alternatives to
ignite momentum. In looking at the feasibility of manifesting such
a vision—of a value-based reconstruction of all the relevant institu-
tions of our society along properly democratic principles—it begins
to seem daunting again, even if you step away from common mis-
conceptions of feasibility (the misconceptions that cater to wealth
and are confined to the slanted mechanics of Washingtonian poli-
tics, coordinator class managerialism/paternalism, and habituated
and socialized submission to hierarchy and authority).

Instead of focusing all attention at the finish line right away,
consider how movements emerge—any movement, especially dur-
ing the emerging feminist, civil rights, Vietnam eras. Movements
emerge for all kinds of reasons. The difference here is that this
movement for a participatory society is unified around a vision
and not just anger. Many leftists criticize “the system” out of anger,
but produce little in the way of visions for alternatives. In terms
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of bringing about such a vision, the democratic principles that we
value must be injected into our organizations and institutions now.
Many movements have collapsed in the past due to the fact that
their internal structure did not reflect their external declarations
and professed concerns (e.g. anti-Jim Crow organizations trying to
build movements while keeping internal racist structures intact).

The essence of being prefigurative is that organizations should
begin structuring themselves now according to the desires of the
participatory society they intend to create. As many people are
already convinced there is no alternative, for an organization
extolling otherwise yet not acting accordingly will ultimately
reinforce such crippling sentiment. In terms of labor and the
basic economy, prefigurative work would appear as workers
councils being built and balanced job complexes being instituted
in the present (and not just because this seems more fair, but
because without such a structure, all major decisions will even-
tually be made by those in empowered positions while everyone
else will be too tired and disenfranchised from the grunt work).
Self-management should be fought for now, but whether it is
or not within the complex of public health led by public health
professionals, growing antisystemic conditions will continue to
work the notion of real participation much more centrally into the
public health dialogue.

Addressing Inevitable Conflict

“Every minute of every day almost is a constant nego-
tiation between what you want, what you want to get,
and the community, the collective, the other person.”
(Cindy Milstein)

Gostin spent some time on this—highlighting it as seeking
balance between the common welfare on the one hand and the
personal burdens and economic interests of individuals and
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health care involve challenging hierarchical relationships, seeing
health more as a collective condition as opposed to only a quality
of an individual, focusing on the complementary importance of
staff/provider health, understanding health as a people’s popular
movement, promoting solidarity, participatory decision-making,
etc..

As costs rise, the struggles going on within particular in-
stitutions can help and support alternative institutions even
while the market and conventional competition still exists. The
Gesundheit! Institute serves as a fitting example here as well as its
pursuit of “whole system design” is the alternative/prefigurative
project working beside other projects confronting conventional
infrastructure, namely those focusing on single-payer/universal
coverage. As the Institute seeks to be a prefigurative alternative in
its work, those focusing on funding/access issues serve more as a
direct challenge (perturbation) to the conventional infrastructure
of business-dominated health care.

Meant to work side-by-side with single payer/univer-
sal coverage efforts, whole system design is a call to
think universally, design locally: to design local con-
texts that protect the distinguishing core of the health
care relation… between doctor/nurse and patient.

FromTheory to Practice

Theapproach Iwould like to briefly propose here is two-pronged,
aimed at both (re) creation and dismantling simultaneously. The
first focus targets (re)creation through the generation of local com-
munity solidarity which expands then outward toward the federa-
tion of those communities—creating effective participatory modes
of community politics that in turn influence the broader society
(instead of top-down policy influencing the fabric of local commu-
nity). Amongst the benefits of such solidarity, there is an undeni-
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ganization work well when it needs to interface with these more
conventional infrastructures? What can be done immediately?

The answer to these questions is primarily predicated on vision:
what is it we are trying to create? The previous section discussed
building alternative structures for health institutions. This section
concerns the manner of interaction (resistance and reconstruction)
within existing institutions, as both resistance and building anew
are needed.

In terms of creating new forms of health care provision, it is
difficult for alternative institutions to jump right in and be highly
competitive with the conventional modes of doing things. Com-
munities must be familiarized with the alternatives, and in a basic
market system, new institutions predicated upon self-management
and participatory values tend to corrupt as they attempt to succeed
in themarket and be participatory as well (as market decisions lean
toward alienation and the disruption of participatory practices). It
is not that alternatives cannot succeed, but it is nearly impossible to
succeed in the market and succeed as truly self-managing systems.

The key is to recognize this incongruence and then fight against
it. The fight comes in terms of finding ways to raise the costs of
conventional ways of doing things so that shifts and reconsidera-
tions will (have to) be made. In economic terms, this could come as
a reorganization of the workforce to the extent that it either costs
the structure more to fight it or that it forces the structure to allow
theworkforce to reorganize.The general trajectory of development
here is that it involves winning larger reforms that continue to em-
power the movement to seek more—working toward building rel-
evant interest councils and eventually toward a new institutional
structures altogether.

The philosophy behind Patch Adams’ Gesundheit! Institute
refers to this manner of increasing costs to the system as creating
“perturbations”—ideas/actions that put the system on the spot
with the aim of destabilization and making it trip on itself. The
points of entry to increase costs to the conventional provision of
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businesses on the other as negotiated by public health law and
government. Cindy Milstein, an anarchist organizer, writer, and
book publisher, steps away from the political mythologies and
usefully centers such jockeying within anarchist praxis: “It’s a
constant balance in negotiation between yourself and society—
between difference—but also sharing a value together. In a way,
anarchism is just being honest that this is how we act in the world,
it is full of contradictions, and in a way, anarchism tries to say ‘let’s
just make them all transparent and try our damnedest to make the
best possible balancing act between the two’ knowing its going
to be a constant negotiation.” This is in stark contrast to other
political philosophies that say it is either all about the individual
or all about the community and brush aside those contradictions.
Such philosophies impose a binary that does not actually exist
in the real world instead of trying to see and work through the
complexities of life. In this sense, anarchism is constantly dynamic,
evolving, changing and open—making it free and flexible, but also
often difficult to understand.

Anarchism presents a fundamentally different sort of project
than what Gostin proposes as it is not about having the right an-
swers and the correct formulations, but rather it is about engaging
the complexity of the world in such a way that achieves the results
the anarchist is after and upholds the values the anarchist holds
dear. Milstein offers some central characteristics of anarchism that
shed some light on how this engagement is pursued.

The first characteristic of an anarchist is that they are anti-
capitalist as well as anti-statist. These are fundamental values, but
their manifestations take many shapes and look very different
from one another as they are both two very different operations.
The anarchist works from a generalized critique of domination
and hierarchy. This is not only a critique, but a desire to abolish
both. As such, one of the natural inclinations with the anarchist
project is that it is always looking to find new forms of domination
in things as it is an intrinsically growth- oriented perspective.
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This can be nagging in the extreme, but also (more commonly)
amazingly fruitful. The anarchist orientation is obviously not just
a focus on economics, but a multi-dimensional focus on political,
social, cultural understandings about freedom and unfreedom
(though this is not unique to anarchism). Additionally, Milstein
points out that the anarchist project is always grappling with
how to be ethical (or approximately ethical in the context of this
problematic society). In this sense, the central questions become
“Is that domination? Am I doing the right thing? Is this a good
quality of life? Am I really listening to other people? Am I talking
too much?” The nature of anarchist praxis is such that the project
tries to have an operational framework where it asks “Is that
something that is wrong, and what would be right?” before asking
“Is that possible? Is that pragmatic? Is that strategic?”Granted
anarchists within the project are all shrouded in elaborate personal
constructions and gradations of human shortcomings (no one is
perfect after all), the fundamental orientation and moral sentiment
still tends to gravitate toward “Is that domination?” as opposed to
“How can that be dominated?”, which (even in all its imperfections
and taken as a part of the whole of the anarchist project) can still
amount to qualitatively better societal outcomes.

Other characteristics of anarchist action according to Milstein
involve looking for both the liberation from constraints and the
freedom to explore new avenues of interest. It is concerned with
substantive equality: an understanding that we are not all equal in
every way, but we should be “equal in our differences.” In this sense,
we should be able to acknowledge our common values in respect of
our common differences, and out of it all, be able to form organic
(as opposed to mechanical) relationships with one another. This is
a different take on justice movements that call for an equal share
of the pie for everyone—substantive equality would allow people
to share and receive different sizes of pie according to their needs
and desires since we are not all the same. Accordingly, anarchists
share an understanding that people need things as well as desire
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itarian. This comes from their basis in the implementation of bal-
anced job complexes, or, in more relevant terms to what we are
after, of forms of organization that are not inherently empowering
for some and disempowering for others, so everyone can partici-
pate equally if they so choose. As such, councils would be based on
self-management (people can participate if they so choose or create
new onesmore relevant to their needs and interests); theywould be
based on appropriate information dispersal, appropriate means of
expressing preferences, and decision-making processes that would
work to ensure (as best as possible) that each individual has influ-
ence over outcomes proportionate to the outcome’s effect on her or
him. In terms of efficiency—of not wasting things we value as we
pursue our goals—direct participation in terms of health councils
provides a much more responsive arrangement, cuts out the cur-
rent bureaucracy that has become increasingly financially drain-
ing and counterproductive, provides for a non- competitive atmo-
sphere where councils link with one another to address interests,
and as such is guided by the interest of the constituencies and not
by profit-driven, expansion-bent, unsustainable industries.

There is obviously so much more to say about this to do justice
to the idea of health councils. It should be mentioned though that
there are already some forms of health councils in operation. The
desired vision for these would be to link with each other in fed-
erations dedicated to safeguarding the health of citizens, raising
health standards, and continuing the education and empowerment
of those citizens in terms of being able to engage and manage the
factors that affect their health, broadly- defined.

Interfacing with Conventional Infrastructure

To the extent that social determinants of health are themselves
set within broader institutional systems, how can anarchistic or-
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others—project to project. The Zapatistas are vocal about inter-
national network building as they always reply to the question
of “How can we help?” with “Organize yourselves”—reflecting
the need to create and link nodes of action. Essentially what this
refers to in the context of health provision are health councils and
federations (linking locally-based health cooperatives and broader
organizations with each other) around common interest in good
health.

In terms of what anarchism offers here in many ways plays out
as a derivative of what is known as anarcho-syndicalism. This is
a labor-oriented arrangement where workers see themselves as
a specific class, and form self-managing workers’ councils to col-
lectively articulate their voices and interests. Rudolph Rocker, in
his work, Anarcho-Syndicalism, outlines two central purposes of
the practice: (1) to safeguard the demands of workers while rais-
ing their standards of living; and (2) to serve as a school for train-
ing workers and acquainting them with the technical management
of production and economic life in general so that when a revolu-
tionary situation arises they will be capable of taking the socioeco-
nomic organism into their own hands and remaking it according
to socialist principles. Its hardly beyond the imagination to con-
struct something similar related specifically to health-oriented con-
stituencies: working to safeguard health- related interests, seeing
themselves as part of a whole, all with investments in their health,
and seeking to increase participation in decisions that affect their
health, while working to empower others to participate as well,
serving as a base through reinvigorated popular agency toward re-
building society as a whole along participatory lines.

This idea of interest councils has been dealt with more recently
and more deeply by many. Michael Albert describes both workers’
and consumers’ councils and federations of both as central com-
ponents of a functional vision for a participatory economy. An ar-
guable advantage (amongst many) these arrangements have over
convention is that they are inherently more participatory and egal-
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things. Marx said “To each according to their need,” but for the an-
archist, “To each according to their desire” also stands. Needs and
desires are part of the project to be figured out, which can only hap-
pen through trial and error. The anarchist also values spontaneity,
playfulness, joy, and happiness, and voluntary association. For the
anarchist, voluntary association must be in conjunction with mu-
tual aid in the sense that it is not just about doing whatever you
want whenever you want, but accepting a sense of commitment
and solidarity. The anarchist project is such that it tends to look
for decentralism and interdependence simultaneously, local and si-
multaneously global, self and simultaneously society. To this, the
anarchist project says that it is never “one or the other”, but in-
stead “how do we do both together?” In this sense, anarchists are
often utopian and visionary. This is significant in that (as opposed
to other philosophies and radical theories) anarchism is not just
a constant critique (not just anger, as mentioned earlier). It is a
project constantly about the present and trying to shape the world
according to such utopian ideals—the very essence of prefigurative
action.

The central political moment for the anarchist is negotiation for
something acceptable for all with a deep respect for diversity. The
Okanagan concept of en’owkin fits perfectly here that says: “I chal-
lenge you to give me your most opposite perspective to mine—in
that way I will know how to change my thinking so I can accom-
modate your concerns and problems.”

This is a direct contrast with politics as usual which have, as
Audre Lorde put it, never been able to functionally exist with dif-
ference. Whenever something different is introduced, it is treated
either indifferently and ignored, dominated if possible, or other-
wise assimilated with. In contrast, the anarchist project does not
seek to convert other mindsets to its points of views. Instead, it
values diversity and discussions focus on concrete questions of ac-
tion, and “coming up with a plan that everyone can live with and
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no one feels is in fundamental violation of their principles.” (David
Graeber)

[In group settings, most anarchists] operate by a con-
sensus process which has been developed, in many
ways, to be the exact opposite of the high-handed, di-
visive, sectarian style so popular amongst other rad-
ical groups. Applied to theory, this would mean ac-
cepting the need for a diversity of high theoretical per-
spectives, united only by certain shared commitments
and understandings. In consensus process, everyone
agrees from the start on certain broad principles of
unity and purposes for being for the group; but beyond
that they also accept as a matter of course that no one
is ever going to convert another person completely to
their point of view, and probably shouldn’t try. (Grae-
ber)

It is important to understand that in addressing conflict within
anarchist praxis, there are no blanket answers and there is no blan-
ket policy. Less radical sentiments may look at the project and con-
clude that its utopianism far exceeds its feasibility and in turn sug-
gest a more attainable middle ground to seek (this has largely been
the stance of natural capitalism that has been promoted by Paul
Hawken and others). The problem with this however is twofold.
First, Marx long ago pointed out the truism that you cannot nego-
tiate with capital for a new form of social organization; you must
dismantle it. Marx saw capitalism as a system of social organiza-
tion fundamentally premised on exploitation, so you cannot have
a “nicer” capitalism, or a “smaller” capitalism, or a “little bit of”
capitalism, because at its core, it is intimately about a form of so-
cial organization based on domination and exploitation. Secondly,
this notion of compromise is premised on a fundamental misunder-
standing of the anarchist project. The challenge here is explicitly
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are left with then, in terms of this anarchist project, is what I would
argue to be a two-part process.

The first part regards looking at collective identity as the basis
for organization. Local health communities arise out of the com-
mon band of shared locality and the shared interests that arise from
it. Disease- identified communities (shared identities around par-
ticular shared health conditions) arise usually on a more national
scale. It would seem here that common ground could be uncovered
that would appreciate the participatory aspect of locality while for-
tifying mutual resources on a much wider scale as local groups
are linked together more broadly. This directly supports the idea
of not promoting the “expanding bubble,” but rather promoting
diverse groupings pursuing the particular interests of particular
constituencies, while collectively working together as a federated
whole and rallying around the general idea of health (after all, one
obviously does not have to have a particular interest in a certain
condition or disease to have an interest in health more broadly or
to be able to recognize the dimensions of their health at stake). So,
as such, a federation of communities rests on expanding the idea of
collective identity markers from just those of specific illnesses and
conditions to much broader interests in health, in that everyone
has a stake in their health in a diverse array of manners.

The second aspect of this process concerns the foundational
units that would make up such a federation (or federation of
federations). These are largely the alternative practices (the work
of Gesundheit! or the Zapatistas, for instance) described in the
previous section. After the notion of “the public” is picked apart,
what is essentially left is an array of dynamic and varied bodies
and constituencies that make up the real world. The problem is
that they are largely isolated. The Zapatistas and the Gesundheit!
Institute are effectively disconnected nodes of what could be a
broader and more effective system. Connections are lacking where
these nodes should be linking together, where these communities
would be acting together for some things and rearranging for
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at and weigh.There are some problems where the solutions are not
there yet. Action to be taken: we have to make up solutions.” As
it does this, it is targeting the culture of health care and opposing
and exposing the “undesirability of market-controlled health care.”

Piecing together a Possible Social Framework
for Health-Focused Anarchist Organizations

The glaring question still remains as to defining the social frame-
work within which anarchistic organizations can thrive and can
influence the formulation of public health policy. Around what so-
cial structures can anarchist groups coalesce to articulate collective
voice, and how?

The two main concerns with the examples mentioned in the
previous section are that they (1) coalesce around a pre-existing
identity (therefore fall short of representing the vast majority
of a more diverse population thereby making broad application
difficult), and (2) are effectively isolated. The Zapatistas coalesced
around the shared identity of politically-marginalized and heavily-
localized indigenous communities. The Gesundheit! Institute was
(and remains) heavily localized and largely insulated into its own
operations (despite its outreach efforts). As such, the questions
remain: what do these operations have to say to the vast majority
of the population that is not in an illness-identified community,
not locally grouped and organized, and freed of the catchall
designation, “the public”? How would an anarchist arrangement
take place and would it be anymore effective and efficient than
things as they stand?

As mentioned earlier, anarchist organization goes against the
“expanding bubble” model that seeks to take a single subcultural
space and expand it to include increasingly more people, attempt-
ing to be the model for all. This is the same logic of letting diversity
thrive as when the notion of “the public” is picked apart. What we
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not about winning a specific vision to which people have to con-
vert. That would be impossible and go against nearly everything
for which anarchism stands. Instead, the goal is prefigurative. This
is a completely different project entirely built around process and
seeing change as an ongoing experiment, as opposed to being pred-
icated on classical mysticisms of a great and sudden revolutionary
cataclysm. It is about amulti-issue, -focus, -tactic, growth- oriented,
revolutionary perspective that says that the project focuses on that
which works, and focuses without coercion.

Graeber offered this schematic theatrical interplay between a
skeptic and an anarchist that I think is telling as to the type of
project that we are after and to the type of ideological barriers con-
fronting it:

Skeptic: Well, I might take this whole anarchism idea
more seriously if you could give me some reason to
think it would work. Can you name me a single viable
example of a society which has existed without a gov-
ernment?
Anarchist: Sure. There have been thousands. I could
name a dozen just off the top of my head: the Bororo,
the Baining, the Onondaga, the Wintu, the Ema, the
Tallensi, the Vezo…
Skeptic: But those are all a bunch of primitives! I’m
talking about anarchism in amodern, technological so-
ciety.
**Anarchis**t: Okay, then. There have been all sorts
of successful experiments: experiments with worker’s
self-management, like Mondragon; economic projects
based on the idea of the gift economy, like Linux; all
sorts of political organizations based on consensus and
direct democracy…
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Skeptic: Sure, sure, but these are small, isolated exam-
ples. I’m talking about whole societies.
Anarchist: Well, it’s not like people haven’t tried.
Look at the Paris Commune, the revolution in Repub-
lican Spain… Skeptic: Yeah, and look what happened
to those guys! They all got killed!

Graeber explains:

The dice are loaded. You can’t win. Because when the
skeptic says “society,” what he really means is “state,”
even “nation- state.” Since no one is going to produce
an example of an anarchist state—that would be a con-
tradiction in terms—what we’re really being asked for
is an example of a modern nation-state with the gov-
ernment somehow plucked away: a situation in which
the government of Canada, to take a random example,
has been overthrown, or for some reason abolished it-
self, and no new one has taken its place but instead all
former Canadian citizens begin to organize themselves
into libertarian collectives. Obviously this would never
be allowed to happen.
There is a way out, which is to accept that anarchist
forms of organization would not look anything like
a state. That they would involve an endless variety
of communities, associations, networks, projects, on
every conceivable scale, overlapping and intersecting
in any way we could imagine, and possibly many that
we can’t. Some would be quite local, others global.
Perhaps all they would have in common is that none
would involve anyone showing up with weapons and
telling everyone else to shut up and do what they
were told.
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needs to feel her well-being is nested within the well-being of a
larger group, so does the staff.

In terms of making health care a much more participatory expe-
rience, Gesundheit! recognizes that the current commercial culture
of health care designates the patient as consumer and the doctor/
nurse as provider in such a way that health care interactions are
largely experienced as a form of shopping—complete with signifi-
cant information imbalances, profit motives, socioeconomic dispar-
ities amongst consumers in bargaining/buying power, constrained
and often non-participatory choices, etc. Designers on the other
hand can oppose this mode of interaction and devise elements in
their facility (bymeans of language, imagery, structure) that enable
popular participation in all aspects of health, health care, and build-
ing a health care system. While national health care is currently
nested in bureaucratic and private financial institutions, it is actu-
ally within larger beneficial social groups that healing interactions
need to be nested and protected. Solidarity needs to be refreshed
and redrawn between people whose interests are fundamentally
in common. Decisions need to be made on a participatory basis
with decision- making about health care system dilemmas com-
municated to/from the people as a priority. Communication and
health care visibility can also be much more prominent through-
out society as an aspect of system design, and in terms of visibil-
ity, cures should not necessarily be valued above quality care. The
physical health care space itself should be designed to reflect these
values, and—as there is no such thing as a neutral interaction—
actions throughout everyday life amongst healers, staff, and pa-
tients should reflect the fact that life itself is a choice. Such a per-
spective can be a tremendously valuable input to desirable health
care interactions. All of these aspects Gesundheit! deems capable
of being (re) designed.

Central to all of this is the fact that the project of whole-system
design rests on creativity: “We need a variety of new ideas,
projects, designs, configurations, proposals—alternatives to look
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people/institutions who have certain power over the population;
(2) “the system as is—unchanged—benefits them enormously;” and
(3) these people/ institutions have no intention of allowing that
system to change—no matter how reasonable and ethical the ar-
guments, how compelling the evidence of human suffering and
human waste, or how many compromises activists are willing to
make. As unyielding as this framing seems however, the window
of opportunity that Gesundheit! strategizes around comes from the
understanding that “the health care system in the US is so big, so
complicated, so bureaucratic, with parts unable to connect to other
parts, so insensitive to the mood of its environment, so unable to
see its consequences—that falling by means of its own weight is a
possibility.” Consequently, it frames its actions around the notion
of perturbation—aiming to disturb these weak points within the
system. Specific targets come about through the concept of whole-
system design which sets out to demarcate what aspects of health
care can be changed by mere decision and policy design, therefore
targeting problematic aspects that are not intrinsic to health care’s
overall presence or function.

There are numerous aspects of contemporary health care that
the Institutetargets for change and redesign. It notes that hierar-
chical relationships in health care interactions are inherited from a
culture of hierarchy, rank abuse, and posing. Consequently, people,
in shaping their health care facility along the lines they want, have
the option to support, oppose, change, or alter such manners of re-
lating. Many studies show that a person has better health outcomes
if she feels her wellbeing integrated within a larger group. Along
these lines, Gesundheit! believes that healers/ designers can come
upwith a language— frames andmetaphors—that oppose isolation-
ist and consumerist tendencies (particularly of health and sickness
being identified as individual properties), and instead situate the
health of the individual within the health of a group. Following
this logic, Gesundheit! makes note that the health of its staff is just
as much a priority as the health of the patient: just as the patient
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In this light, it makes much more sense to focus on linking
projects together in federations to be mutually reinforcing rather
than trying to expand them as all-encompassing bubbles—so the
few examples I will offer now I would argue are appropriately on
track, rather than too small- scale, too local, or too grassroots.

Imagining a Healthy Society

One of the premises of this work has been that antisystemic,
anti-neoliberal, radical, anarchist movements have been growing
worldwide and have been searching prefiguratively to build
alternatives to the dominating, non-participatory, and hierarchical
institutions throughout society. In terms of health care and public
health policy, movements continue to flourish that challenge
the currents of for-profit and industry-run health care, both in
the US and abroad. While not necessarily vocally anarchist, they
still largely abide by the principles, and in doing so, have been
opening up alternatives to business- run health care and public
health policy. Between Cuban health care, indigenous health care
maintained by the Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico, Paul Glover’s
Health Democracy movement, and Patch Adams’ Gesundheit!
Institute, these are just a few brief observations I would like to
offer.

Cuba offers a national example of a remarkably functional
national, yet community-based, non-capitalist health care system
with health indicators comparable to those of the US. Life ex-
pectancy in Cuba is 77.5 years; in the U.S. it is 78. Cuba’s infant
mortality rate is 5.3 deaths among 1000 live births in the first
year, whereas in the U.S. it is 6.9 (according to 2003 figures). In
Mississippi infant mortality is 11.4 and as high as 17 among Blacks,
and rising. In our nation’s capital, infant mortality is 14.4 among
African Americans. In Cuba on the other hand, only 5.3 infants die
out of 1000 births in the first year of life, and basically the same
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low rate is found in every region and sector of the population, and
continues to decline year after year.

The variation in the range from best to worst rates of infant mor-
tality and general health disparities within given populations are
telling as to the quality of the society as awhole. Richard Levins—in
looking at broad societal health—looked at these variations within
the U.S. Comparing numbers state-to-state within the U.S. revealed
little information on variability, but increasing the magnification
and looking across counties in Kansas, the variation was alarm-
ing. Being aware of smaller-scaled variation such as this is incredi-
bly significant to know whenever health statistics are generalized
across larger populations.

Levins: “We observed average rates [of infant mortality] as well
as the disparity; we divided the variation, the difference between
best and worst, by the average. For Kansas the range divided by the
average is .85, but in Cuba it was .34. We saw that the cancer rates
in Kansas and in Cuba are comparable, but the variability is higher
in Kansas than in Cuba.” In theWorld Bank’s 2001 edition of ‘World
Development Indicators’ (WDI), Cuba was shown outpacing virtu-
ally all other poor countries in health and education statistics. In-
terestingly, immediately after Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans
in 2005, Cuba offered to send well over a thousand doctors to help
its victims. In one of the many ways government can interpret its
role regarding public health, the Bush administration ignored the
offer.

This obviously raises the question as to how this possible given
Cuba’s situation. How is a poor country that lacks the sophisti-
cated medical technology we have and has difficulty getting basic
equipment andmedicines due to the U.S. blockade been able to take
such good care of the health of its population? One answer is doc-
tors. Cuba has 5.3 doctors per 1,000 people–the highest ratio in the
world and nearly twice that of the U.S. The 60,000 dedicated physi-
cians and other health professionals work within a system based
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Tompkins County and the surrounding region. IFC
is a medically integrated facility where volunteer
health professionals provide both conventional and
holistic medicine services to clinic visitors, as well as
health insurance counseling and other services… The
Alliance offers educational programming to our mem-
bers and the general public. Informal classes, lectures,
and guest speakers are offered throughout the year;
other events are scheduled as they arise. We offer
resources in the waiting area of our offices and Free
Clinic, which everyone is welcome to browse through.
We network with experts in all fields of health in
order to help our neighbors learn about the wealth
of health options available. Our quarterly newsletter
provides information about different health subjects,
and other educational resources, in addition to news
of the organization.

The final observation I would like to offer here is the Gesundheit!
Institute—the longtime brainchild of Patch Adams. The premise of
the project has been a completely prefigurative attempt at what the
Institute refers to as “whole system design.”The approach taken by
Gesundheit!, in otherwords, has been to redesign thewhole system
of health care, not just how it is accessed:

We want to wrest neglected aspects of health care de-
livery out of the control of market capital, into designs
of pockets of care.These local pockets of variety would
run parallel to mainstream market care and be loosely
linked with one another to act as perturbations to the
system.

This theory conceptualizes the system as it stands as a Goliath
to their David: it recognizes that the system is (1) controlled by
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Theethos of the Zapatista healthmovementwas captured by one
8-year-old girl during the Encuentro’s plenaries. She said, “Without
the organization, I would not be alive. I would have died of a cur-
able disease.”

Paul Glover’s Health Democracy movement—the Ithaca Health
Alliance (IHA) based in Ithaca, New York—is a cooperative
health care model built on mutual aid and was developed with
the idea to create a sustainable model of community-oriented,
community-driven solutions to the ongoing national health care
crisis. According to the organization’s main website, the Ithaca
Health Alliance was created as a cooperative model that has been
continuously shaped and sustained by members in the alliance.
The idea is that through the power of community-building, IHA
members help each other with health expenses—financially
through the organization and through the services they make
possible, and directly through member-to-member benefits, like
discounts on health care which Provider Members offer to other
members. The IHA functions on three main levels: the Ithaca
Health Fund, the Ithaca Free Clinic, and general education.

The Ithaca Health Fund was established to provide fi-
nancial assistance for the costs of health care.Through
the fund, IHA provides grants to IHAmembers to help
with specific categories of preventive and emergency
healthcare expenses. The Fund also offers members
interest- free loans for dental procedures, eye care,
or for improvement of professional health services
(health care provider members only). Through the
IHA Community Grants program, small grants
are offered to other groups doing health-related
work…The Health Alliance opened a free health
Clinic in downtown Ithaca on January 23, 2006. The
Ithaca Free Clinic (IFC) provides 100% free healthcare
services to the un- and under- insured residents of
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on the principle that “health care is a right rather than a commodity
for sale.”

As far as the work that went into this and building prefigurative
infrastructure, Cuba’s medical situation was not at all by coinci-
dence. After its revolution in 1959, half of the nation’s doctors fol-
lowed their affluent patients to Miami. So right from the beginning
the government had to make great efforts to educate new doctors.
Today, there is a major medical school in every province.The coun-
try now graduates 3,500 doctors a year, far more than required for
it population of 13 million.

Speaking prefiguratively, Cuba’s health infrastructure has been
incredibly forward- looking. It has more doctors serving abroad
than the World Health Organization. Since 1963 100,000 doctors
have served in 101 countries. It is also training 20,000 healthcare
professionals from 26 countries and carrying out special initiatives
such as Operation Miracle. It created the Latin American School
of Medicine (ELAM) that offers young people from the poorest re-
gions of Latin America and Africa the chance to become doctors.
The unwritten commitment of each and every student is to return
to their country and practice their skills for a period of ten years in
the poorest and neediest of their communities, thereby replacing
the Cuban doctors. From the time when Cliff DuRand wrote this ar-
ticle, ELAM had students from 29 different nations and 67 different
ethnic and cultural groups to become doctors, medical technicians
and other health care specialists (around 10,200 current students).
Among them are 91 low income students from the U.S.The six- year
course provides everything: lodging, clothing, food, books and a
small amount of spending money.

Cuba also began the Sandino Commitment with Venezuela that
aims to train 200,000 Latin American doctors over this decade. Like
the students in ELAM, more than being trained in medicine, these
doctors will be prepared with a high sense of social commitment—
motivating them to care for the peoples of the region wherever
they are needed, says Hugo Chavez.
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Understanding how basic aspects of personal and community
empowerment are also essential aspects of an effective public
health outlook, Cuba developed a new pedagogy for teaching
literacy called Yo Si Puedo (Yes, I Can). In 2006 UNESCO again
awarded Cuba its literacy prize for this new method. It is currently
being used in 16 countries to teach over 580,000 people how to
read and write in just 7 weeks.

The Zapatistas offer a grassroots example of prefigurative action.
Health care in the indigenous communities of Chiapas has long
been neglected by the Mexican government. During a session on
health, the participating councils of Good Government (“Juntas de
Buen Gobierno”) discussed issues regarding a shortage of medical
supplies and transportation, the loss of traditional medical knowl-
edge, barriers to sexual education, and the hazards of dependence
on foreign aid. After the discussion, the Zapatista communities or-
ganized their own health care network and called in help and re-
sources from other organizations in solidarity throughout Mexico
and the world. Resources from abroad boosted autonomous health
projects.The Zapatista hospital (the hospital of Guadalupe in Oven-
tic, Chiapas, Mexico built in 1991 by local Zapatista communities)
runs with aid from foreign donors without any government sup-
port, and seeks to provide service to those suffering discrimination
in state-run institutions.

The Zapatista health care system has been widely recognized
both nationally and internationally as having brought treatment
and medicine to more rural indigenous men, women, children, and
elders than either the government or private sector ever did. By
training local “health promoters” from the ranks of the communi-
ties the effort has excelled in preventative medicine, health educa-
tion, and the preservation of herbal and other traditional forms of
medicine. International solidarity has allowed the communities to
construct clinics and purchase equipment and ambulances.

As a more targeted focus on health was adopted however, the de-
pendence on foreign aid became an increasingly pressing issue.The
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lack of follow-up by some solidarity organizations stalled or sus-
pended important projects after they were begun. Consequently,
traditional medical knowledge has been promoted more heavily as
a means for indigenous communities to recover control of their
health care.

In terms of women’s issues, Zapatista Women’s Law was made
public in 1994 with a declaration of women’s rights. This arose out
of a growing concern for the need to focus on empowerment issues
of the Zapatista women, with a particular focus on women’s health
and its tie to community health as a whole. The session on health
during the Juntas de Buen Gobierno presented a progressive health
platform, but despite the focus, it was clear that “some of the main
hurtles to women’s health remain set by a system of patriarchy left
as inheritance by a Spanish conquest.” (Ginna Villarreal)

Consequently, “many conferees agreed that the education and
participation of women in this matter are essential to the overall
health of the community.” (“Experiencing the Women’s Encuen-
tro”)

Such sentiment around the need for empowerment finally grew
into the first Encuentro for women that occurred on January 1, 2008.
It gave women space to deal on their own terms with issues of self-
determination, liberty, democracy, health, and justice within their
own communities. While pointedly casting off patriarchal relation-
ships (the men during the meeting were responsible for cooking,
childcare, cleaning the latrines, and hauling firewood), the Zap-
atista women made it known that this was not a splintering into a
separate women’s movement which has been something distinctly
different from most women’s liberation movements. Instead, the
Zapatista women emphasized that their movement still included
“their, brothers, husband, children, elders, everyone in the commu-
nity.” In terms of spreading the Zapatista model, when asked what
non- Zapatista communities could do to support their work, the
Zapatista women replied, Organize yourselves.”
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